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THE CUSTOMER

JD Security is an alarm monitoring and 

security services company with multiple 

locations across Australia. They started in 

1984 as a guard and patrol company, and by 

the mid 90’s, had grown considerably and 

expanded services to include installation 

and monitoring. In 2001, JD Security began 

building a Grade A1 monitoring center - the 

highest rating available for a monitoring 

center in Australia/New Zealand.

For their new monitoring center, JD Security 

had initially chosen an Australian-developed 

software, ADSW, to provide their alarm 

automation. In 2014, however, development 

for that product was discontinued. Faced with 

needing a new automation software provider, 

JD Security expanded their search to include 

worldwide offerings.

 

The company hoped to solve some 

operational issues with new software as well. 

According to General Manager Paul Crawford, 

one of the biggest problems the company 

had was inconsistent operator interpretation 

of the actions required when alarms 

occurred. Customer accounts contained 

both permanent and temporary notes, and 

operators interpreted those notes in different 

ways. Crawford says, “As an industry, I had 

to wonder why we were relying on differing 

levels of operator comprehension and reading 

ability to carry out the instructions our 

customers had given us. Time and again we 

had issues with operators not interpreting 

written instructions the same way.”

THE NEED



Bold Group has provided award-winning, trusted 
business solutions for the security industry for over 
three decades. Our core products, stages®, Manitou®, 
SIMS®, SedonaOffice®, and AlarmBiller® are the 
leading software choices for top security companies 
and dealers globally. To learn how to increase 
profitability and efficiency for your business with our 
full range of alarm monitoring, Security Intelligence, 
and integrated financial management solutions, call 
us or visit our website.

800-255-BOLD
boldgroup.com
boldsales@boldgroup.com

THE SOLUTION

When evaluating new software, Crawford 
knew Manitou was an option he wanted 
to explore: “We were already familiar 
with (then) Bold Technologies and the 
Manitou name from trips to ISC West. So, 
on the day we decided we had to change, 
we went straight to the internet to watch 
some of the videos on Bold’s YouTube 
channel.”

Encouraged by what they learned, 
Crawford decided the next step was to 
head to Colorado to attend a Bold Users 
Conference. “Our aim was to speak 
straight to Bold’s existing customers so 
we could confirm what we’d learned was 
real,” he says, “We were pleased to hear it 
was.” JD Security immediately signed on 
to become a Manitou customer and start 
the implementation process.
The first feature of Manitou the company 
was eager to utilize was Action Patterns. 
Having step by step instructions to 
lead operators through any action 
process eliminated the varied operator 
interpretations. This improved accuracy 
and in turn, delivered the promised 
expectations to JD Security’s customers.

The company also purchased the Virtual 
Operator module, giving them the ability 
to act on, suspend, or close out alarms 
without operator intervention. The Virtual 
Operator made a significant difference 

in the speed of operations by reducing 
the number of redundant keystrokes 
operators had to complete while dealing 
with erroneous signals. As Crawford 
says, “By erroneous, I mean things that 
customers won’t fix; irksome signals that 
mean nothing to anyone, but you still 
have to deal with them. We went to war 
on those signals by having the Virtual 
Operator handle them automatically, and 
it made an unbelievable difference in our 
speed and efficiency. We decreased the 
number of keystrokes our operators made 
by tens of thousands.”

THE RESULTS

JD Security is extremely happy with the 
returns they’ve seen from establishing 
Manitou as their alarm automation 
software. They’ve achieved remarkable 
improvement in their speed and accuracy, 
and a significant decrease in customer 
complaints about actioning. Automating 
processes with the Virtual Operator 
has allowed their operators more time 
to manage their high-priority alarms. 
Crawford says, “Overall, Manitou has 
given us a level of control we never had 
before. The problems that used to keep 
me up at night have been addressed by 
the feature sets we now have available to 
us. We absolutely made the right decision 
by choosing Manitou and Bold Group.”

Overall, Manitou has given 
us a level of control we never 
had before. The problems 
that used to keep me up at 
night have been addressed by 
the feature sets we now have 
available to us.

Paul Crawford
General Manager - JD Security


